Abstract. Measured release wave speeds in shock-loaded copper give information on high-pressure elastic properties up to the solid-liquid phase boundary at 2.32¦0.05 Mbar. For impact pressures above 2.65¦0.06 Mbar, the shocked state is completely melted copper and those release wave speeds give new experimental information on the liquid equation of state. The Hugoniot derived from solid and liquid equations of state developed from these experiments and the measured location of the phase boundary compare favorably with existing ab initio calculations.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Copper is among the most studied materials using shock-compression techniques. Numerous investigators have performed experiments on copper applying shock stresses ranging from a few kilobars to over nine megabars.´½¸¾µ The resulting Hugoniot measurements give accurate information on the equation of state at high pressure and temperature. Several researchers also measured sound speed in the shocked state.´¿ß µ In this work we report additional measurements (using the overtaking-wave technique´ µ to measure the sound speeds) and have analyzed all available data to obtain: elastic properties of the solid at large compression; equation of state of the liquid; and the location of the solid-liquid phase boundary. Figure 1 is a summary of all measured Hugoniot and sound speed data and also includes calculated bulk sound speeds for the solid and liquid, which are described later. Preliminary results on stainless steel-316, which will be reported later, are qualitatively the same as those for copper. However more sparse data mean that uncertainties in quantitative results are larger.
SOLID
The Mie-Grüneisen equation of state which exactly produces a linear shock velocity-particle veloc-
where , ,¯, and Î are density, specific internal energy, engineering strain and specific volume, respectively. The product is commonly assumed constant and we use the value given by McQueen et al.´ µ Equation (1), along with an assumed constant specific heat at constant volume, is thermodynamically complete allowing subsequent estimates of Hugoniot temperature and entropy. The origin of energy and entropy were selected as zero in the solid at ambient conditions. All numerical constants used in 
Solid Equation of State Constants
Note: Î is expressed per gram and not per mole. this study are in Table 1 . Bulk sound speed on the Hugoniot derives from constant entropy differentiation of Eq. (1), evaluated on the Hugoniot.
Elastic properties are expected to be functions of both temperature and density. However, data are only available along a single path, the Hugoniot. Poisson's ratio for each shock datum, calculated from
is plotted against Hugoniot pressure, a convenient parameter. (See Fig. 2 .) A pair of straight line segments fit to these data and Eq. (2) for the bulk sound speed are used in all subsequent calculations of elastic properties. Poisson's ratio is seen to rise with shock pressure from its zero-pressure value of 0.356 approaching the value for a liquid of 0.5 at 2.32 Mbar. Interpretation of this behavior is clearer in Fig. 3 , which shows the shear modulus rising from its ambient value of 441 kbar to over 1189 kbar and dropping precipitously as the shock strength approaches the value at melt. The point at which the shear modulus vanishes is assumed incipient melt.
Point "X" in the inset box of Fig. 1 re-displays the vanishing shear modulus as a coincidence of the longitudinal sound speed with the bulk sound speed. The agreement of this pressure with calculated incipient melt´ µ shown in figure 6 leads us to conclude that onset of melt is sufficient to cause loss of the ability of copper to support shear stress.
LIQUID
Grüneisen's ratio for shocked liquid copper is calculated from the Hugoniot energy jump condition which has been expressed Figure 4 shows that for shock pressure above 2.65 Mbar, the measured values lie in the narrow band ½ ¦ ¼ ¼ , which is the estimated precision. Overall accuracy is estimated at 10% owing to the sensitivity of the calculations to the slope of the Hugoniot. Further experimentation which better defines the slope of the Hugoniot can be used to improve the accuracy of these measured Grüneisen ratios. The complete equation of state for liquid copper is constructed by assuming Grüneisen's ratio and constant volume specific heat are each constant Ý and the ambient temperature isothermal bulk modulus is a cubic polynomial in strain. A generalized regression finds the best values for polynomial coefficients £ The only use of the liquid linear fit is to evaluate´ È Î µ À in Eq. (4). The 's determined in this way are seen to be constant. All subsequent calculations are made with a constant Î equation of state which has the reference isotherm given in Table 1 . Ý This is known to be an approximation. We ignore, for instance, the electronic specific heat, which will make our temperature calculation slightly high. which make the complete equation of state simultaneously fit the following available data: the Hugoniot data, sound speeds in the shocked state, zero pressure density and coefficient of expansion, sound speed and its temperature derivative in zero pressure liquid copper. All data are fit to within experimental error which is typically better than 2%. The Hugoniot and sound speed for liquid copper calculated with the resulting complete equation of state are shown in Fig. 1 . Zero pressure sound speed measurements´ µ along with the calculated values are given in Fig. 5 .
MIXED PHASE
The measured entrance of the Hugoniot into the mixed phase region is taken as the pressure at which Poisson's ratio first equals 0.5. Error is taken from graphical uncertainty in this intersection. This point is 2.32¦0.05 Mbar. The measured exit of the Hugoniot from the mixed-phase region is the point denoted "X" in Fig. 4 . Error was estimated in the same way. The exit is 2.65¦0.06 Mbar. These agree well with the ab initio calculations of Moriarty.´ µ (See Fig. 6 .) The Hugoniot of the solid from our complete equation of state agrees well also. However there is small disagreement between our calculation and Moriarty's for the Hugoniot of the liquid. Our method does a poor job of estimating the location of the phase boundary and we have not included it in the figure.
DISCUSSION
Determination of the location of the copper solidliquid phase boundary solely from shock speed measurements is difficult.´½¼µ The density of the liquid phase is smaller than that of the solid so that increased compression at higher Hugoniot pressures requires that the Hugoniot "traverse" the mixedphase region over a large pressure range. Furthermore, unlike most solid-solid transformations, melting produces no two-wave structure and the shock/particle velocity Hugoniot curve displays only a very small change in slope. Thus the problem reduces to finding the intersection of two nearly parallel, slightly curved lines that inherently produces large uncertainties. In this work we have attempted to locate the phase boundary experimentally using a different approach. Because of simultaneous shock and sound speed measurements in the shocked state it is possible to find the entrance of the Hugoniot into the mixed phase region where the shear modulus vanishes. Similarly, the exit of the Hugoniot from the mixed phase region is supposed at the pressure above which the Grüneisen ratio is constant. These entrance and exit points agree well with existing ab initio calculations validating the assumptions.
One distinctive feature of the copper sound velocity data gives insight into the shock-induced melting process. Several bcc metals have been studied using the release overtake method and those data show a large drop in sound speed with small increases in pressure (over about 40 kbar) which was interpreted to indicate the onset of melting. This change in sound velocity was consistent with transition from solid to liquid, i.e. longitudinal to bulk sound speed.´½½µ These studies acknowledged the possibility the drop in sound speed may not exactly coincide with at phase boundary. It is clear from Fig. 7 that no rapid drop in sound speed with pressure is observed in copper, an fcc metal. Instead, a 500 kbar wide plateau is observed. The analysis presented here gives a possible explanation for this behavior. Copper shows a gradual decrease in shear modulus as the phase boundary is approached. This drop is more gradual than that observed in bcc metals studied to date.
Other explanations may exist for our data on the solid. Þ Chemical segregation and higher defect concentration adjacent to grains can result in substantial local free energy changes.´½¾ß½ µ Strain-induced premelting along grain boundaries with profuse dislocations has been documented in copper bicrystals at temperatures as low as 70 percent of the melt temperature. Shocks also interact with these heterogeneities, pores or inclusions that can lead to differential heating immediately behind the shock. It is possible that the gradual drop in the shear modulus reflects the influence of non-equilibrium melting. Future soft recovery experiments will quench lower melting-point metals, such as Pb, Bi, and Sn to investigate this phenomenon. Recovery of partially melted copper is problematic.
It did not escape the authors' attention that Poisson's ratio does not smoothly traverse the region 0-2.32 Mbar. (See Fig. 2 ) There is a distinct kink in the data at about 1.85 Mbar that we fit with two straightline segments. We have no explanation for this behavior and do not know if it relates to the area of focus of this work.
CONCLUSIONS
Simultaneous measurement of Hugoniot state and sound speed offers new information on elastic prop-Þ We are indebted to G.T. Gray III for the following observations. erties at high pressure for solid copper and leads to formulation of a complete equation of state for liquid copper. Copper is observed to lose its shear modulus upon incipient melt. Grüneisen's ratio for the liquid is observed constant. The measured intersection of the Hugoniot with the phase boundary agrees well with published calculations.
